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in or belong to it. (I use the indefinite article for now -a church -although later I will explain why I think the definite article is in some respects more appropriate.) A church is clearly a manifestation of religion, but, also clearly, it is not the same thing as religion. "Religion," although notoriously difficult to define, 3 typically refers to a body of beliefs, practices, ways of talking, ways of living, usually with an orientation to God or some transcendent reality. A church, by contrast, is a manifestation of religion, but it is something more than that. Over the centuries, the subject has stimulated a vast amount of reflection and articulation, 4 and I will not pretend to offer any adequate account here. But three typical features are important for my argument.
First, at the most mundane level, a church is an association or fellowship of religious believers. 5 So it is religion in a corporate or collective form. Second, a church has typically been formed and conceived as a sort of polity -a polity with a formal or informal constitution of some sort and a structure of offices and roles and that claims authority to pronounce doctrines, resolve disputes, and discipline transgressing members. 6 These two features, however -the features of being an association of believers and of having the form of a sort of polity -do not yet express what may be the most essential feature, which is this: The members of a church typically believe that their association is in some sense divinely instituted 7 and indeed that it is a this-worldly manifestation of a divine reality. Conceptions of church have often had a sort of Platonic quality, in which the observable organization and its workings may be described as 1996) . 5 See, e.g., Karkkainen, Introduction to Ecclesiology, 58-67, discussing conception of the church as a "fellowship of believers"; Ratzinger, Called to Communion, 24: "The Church is a communion united principally on the basis of prayer."). 6 See, e.g., Dulles, Models of the Church, 39, discussing a "juridicist" view that "conceives of authority in the Church rather closely on the pattern of jurisdiction in the secular state, and greatly amplifies the place of law and penalities." 7 See, e.g., Ratzinger,Called to Communion,43: "The origin of the Church is not the decision of men; she is not the product of human willing but a creature of the Spirit of God." a "visible" manifestation or embodiment of what is sometimes called "the invisible church." 8 This third feature is more elusive or mystical than the first two. 9 But it is what makes a "church" fundamentally different from a host of other associations -even religious associations -formed by human beings for shared purposes and having a particular organization or structure. Thus, Christians may sometimes unite to form associations with particular organizational structures and for particular purposesBible study, charitable service -without regarding such associations as churches, much less as the church. It is the absence of this third, more mystical feature, I suggest, that makes such organizations seem to be mere religious associations, not the church.
It may be -I am not sure -that "church" is a distinctively Christian notion. Devotees of other religions often associate together, of course, for worship and other purposes. These associations have some of the features that Christians have typically associated with "the church," but they are also importantly different; in particular, they may not have either the polity-like character or the more mystical or Platonic quality that I have just referred to. Or so scholars tell us, 10 although nothing in what I will say here depends on the point.
The fact that many religions do not give rise to churches, and that many religious believers (including many believers in Christianity) do not affiliate with any church, demonstrates the distinction between religion and church. Indeed, many religious believers are suspicious of, or even overtly hostile to, "the church."
11 Conversely, the fact that at least the Christian religion does frequently issue in the formation of churches that have the character of specialized polities gives rise to a question -or a complicated set of questions -that has challenged believers and governments throughout Western history. What is the relation between the polity that is the church and other polities with which the church may come into contact -in particular, the state? Over the centuries, this question has generated vast amounts of theorizing, arguing, and politicking -and 8 See Karkkainen, Introduction to Ecclesiology, [51] [52] [53] In this vein, Avery Dulles discusses the conceptions of the church as a "mystical communion,"as the "Body of Christ," and as a "sacrament. sometimes violent conflict. Let us call this multifaceted question about the relation of church and state the "problem of the church." (I hasten to add that I do not intend "problem" to be a pejorative term here, and I do not regard the church only or primarily as a "problem.") I will suggest that the First Amendment's religion clauses can be viewed (with an important qualification that I will notice) as a response by the American founders to this perennial question -to "the problem of the church." But because the First Amendment was in a sense a relatively late chapter in the story, we need to notice some important episodes or phases of the story that preceded the American chapter.
bjm: before jefferson and madison
Two developments in particular need to be recalled. One crucial phase was the struggle during the Middle Ages for "freedom of the church." Popes like Gregory VII and bishops like Anselm and Beckett had struggled to keep the church free from the control of emperors and kings -of rulers whom we can describe with the perilous term "secular." Conversely, secular rulers like the German king Henry IV and Phillip IV of France had exerted themselves to maintain influence within the church and to resist what they viewed as overreaching by the church. 12 We can understand this struggle as an effort to define and maintain a "separation of church and state." It was emphatically not a struggle to keep a "secular" public sphere free from "religion."
13 Here the term "secular" is apt to mislead us. Classically, "secular" did not mean, as it often does today, "not religious"; rather it referred to this life and this world, 14 which themselves were understood to be, as Nomi Stolzenberg puts it, a "specialized area of God's domain." 15 In that sense, clergy who served in a parish -in the world -as opposed to retreating to a monastery were the "secular clergy." In a similar sense, "secular" rulers could and did view themselves as God's ordained servants with responsibility to do God's will within that specialized area. The medieval effort to demarcate the jurisdictional lines between the church and the "specialized area of God's domain" that was entrusted to the "secular" ruler was thus essentially a theological struggle. Popes and princes agreed that within God's overarching order, the church and the state were responsible for distinct jurisdictions, 16 and both argued about the proper allocation of jurisdiction mainly in religious terms.
The second historical phase important for our purposes involved the fragmentation and subjugation of the church that followed the CatholicProtestant split. European Christians separated into Catholic, Lutheran, Reformed, Anabaptist, and Anglican associations. Often, of course, these divisions were a source of social and political conflict, and secular rulers accordingly felt called upon to intervene and to declare which of the various claimants would be the church of the realm. Such intervention led to an arrangement sometimes described as "Erastian." José Casanova explains that following the Reformation, "the churches attempted to reproduce the model of Christendom at the national level, but all the territorial national churches, Anglican as well as Lutheran, Catholic as well as Orthodox, fell under caesaropapist control of the absolutist state."
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The revolution in England by which King Henry VIII was declared to be the head of the church reflects the radical change. In the Middle Ages, secular rulers had sometimes claimed a role in the governance of the church. And they had sometimes fought with the church and pushed it around, sometimes to the point of effectively deposing popes and replacing them with other popes. 18 But even in their most aggressively officious campaigns, these rulers had not treated the church as merely a subdivision of the state, and they had not declared themselves to be the head of the church. The Erastian subjection of the church thus reflected a radically expanded claim of authority by the state over the church. Because different rulers recognized different churches as the official church of the realm, and because eventually they also allowed for the possibility of dissenting churches, it might now seem anachronistic to speak of "the church," in the singular; there are now many churches. And yet the singular usage did not disappear. Christians continued, and still continue, to refer to the church. What does this usage imply?
At least two things, I think. First, many Christians believed, and many still believe, that although there are various associations that can be described as "churches," one of them in particular is still "the true church"; the others are, we might say, imitators or pretenders.
20 Second, as noted, Christians have often thought of "the church" in almost Platonic terms as a sort of mystical body -the "invisible church" -of which the "visible church" is an observable, this-worldly embodiment. According to this view, even when churches divide and proliferate, it is possible to think of the various churches as particular manifestations or local chapters of the church, so to speak. 21 These usages may overlap, because insofar as the various churches differ in doctrine and structure, each church may still regard itself as a more full and faithful embodiment of the church. Nonetheless, even in the midst of a host of "churches," it is still possible to talk of "the church." Hence it is still possible to speak of "the problem of the church."
Of course, many Americans of the Colonial and founding periods were Christians of one sort or another. Many were churchgoers. 22 And so the founders of the American republic were faced with the problem of the church.
How did they respond to that problem? The short answer, I suggest, is that at least with respect to the national government, they renounced the Erastian claim, thereby disclaiming power over the church and in effect acknowledging the "freedom of the church" for which medieval popes and bishops had campaigned. The First Amendment's establishment clause was an expression of this acknowledgment. Before explaining why 20 See Dulles, Models of the Church, 124: "The problem of false churches is as old as Christianity itself." 21 See, by way of comparison, Harper and Metzger, Exploring Ecclesiology,12: "No one church constitutes the whole church. Just as there are many parts to Christ's body, so there are many churches that form the one true church." Dulles, Models of the Church, 121-60 discusses a variety of perspectives on the idea that "there are many churches but there is only one true Church" -an idea that is more congenial to some theological perspectives than others. See Dulles, 150: "The extent to which any given church sacramentally embodies the true Church varies from place to place and from time to time. www.cambridge.org © in this web service Cambridge University Press
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jurisdiction and substance
I have argued at length elsewhere that the First Amendment's religion clauses were understood by their enactors to be a purely jurisdictional measure. 23 The reason the establishment clause generated so little discussion in Congress and the ratifying states, I think, is that it was intended and understood to be nothing more than written confirmation of the already existing arrangement whereby jurisdiction over questions involving the establishment of religion belonged to the states, not the national government. Thus, the establishment clause was about the allocation of jurisdiction -jurisdiction not, as in the classical context, between the spiritual and temporal authorities, but rather between the state and national governments. The clause did not constitutionalize any particular substantive principle of religious freedom or nonestablishment.
That jurisdictional arrangement has long since been repudiated, however, and there is no realistic possibility, I think, that it could be restored.
Ironically, modern decisions like Everson v. Board of Education
24 that purported to "incorporate" and extend the establishment clause in effect repudiated it, at least in its original meaning. The original understanding was that the federal government would leave matters concerning the establishment of religion to the states; "incorporation," conversely, meant that the federal government, or at least the federal courts, would not leave such matters to the states, but would instead exercise an active, intrusive supervisory role over both the federal and state governments in the area of religion.
25 But even if we can identify this historical blunder, it does not follow that we can, or would want to, undo it. In my view, "incorporation" is too long and deeply entrenched, and the structure and functions of government in this country have changed too much, to permit any return to the jurisdictional arrangement contemplated by the founders.
A conclusion that one might plausibly draw from these reflectionsand that I have in the past been inclined to draw -is that "original meaning" is simply irrelevant to modern establishment-clause jurisprudence. Partly in response to the assigned topic, however, this chapter is an effort to see whether something of relevance can be salvaged from the original meaning. In this constructive spirit, it seems fair to observe that even if the establishment clause was intended to be merely a denial of jurisdiction, it was still a denial of jurisdiction over somethingsomething that the enactors denominated with the term "establishment of religion." In an originalist vein, we would still have to ask what that disavowal of authority or jurisdiction referred to. My suggestion is that it referred to power over "the church."
On this interpretation, we would not be able say that the establishment clause represented a decision embracing nonestablishment, or "separation of church and state," as the true substantive principle. Individual enactors surely differed in their views, but as a body they remained collectively noncommittal about religious establishments at the state level. Indeed, the establishment clause worked to protect religious establishments at the state level against national interference.
26 Even if its motivation and substance were jurisdictional, however, the clause did deny the national government power over the church. That denial might, in principle, serve as a basis for an originalist jurisprudence.
More specifically, despite the clause's jurisdictional purpose, we will still be telling the truth -or at least we may be, if the evidence is supportive -in saying that the establishment clause expressed a disavowal at the national level of the Erastian claim to power over the church. That proposition conceivably might provide us with the raw material for constructing a jurisprudence faithful to at least this aspect of the enactors' understanding.
the establishment clause's core meaning: no power over the church But is the evidence supportive? The interpretation I propose can be presented in two steps. The first step is well supported by the historical evidence, I think, but the second step involves more complexities.
The first step is to observe that the enactors of the establishment clause surely understood it to mean at least that the national government could not set up any official or preferred church. Thus, during discussions in the House of Representatives regarding what became the establishment
